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Abstract: Many treatments of formal a nd informal reasoning in mathemat ical logic
and artificial intelligence have been shaped in large part by u se ldo m acknowledged
view: the view that the process of reasoning is the process of deriving new knowledge
from old, the process of discove ring new truths contained in known t ruths. The hus k
problem with the con ventional view of reason ing stems from the monotonicity of the
reasoning process. The tru th ma in tenance systems solve this problem. Doyle' s Truth
Maintenance System - 1'118 , de Kloer'.s As:m mption -based Truth Maintenance System
- ATMS, ART' s viewpoint m echanism, and BEST' s contat mechanism - MEKON w-ill
be described in this paper. 'l'f..1S and ATM S represent two differe nt ap proaches in the
truth maintenance. and so me varia tions Il f these basic ideas are implemented in many
other t ruth mainte nance systems. ART' s viewpoint mechanis m and MEKON m e
similar to the ATMS. bu t they can solve some problems that neither T MS nor A'fMS
can so lve.

Keywords; Expert sys tems. hypothetical reasoning, non- monotonic reasoning,
time-state reaso ning. (rutb maintenance.

1. INTRODUCTI ON

One of the m ost important aspects nf intelligent be havior is the ability to reaso n
about, and adapt to a changing environment, permanently reflect ing perceived
changes. Truth maintenance <somet imes also called belief revis ion) is an area of
artificial intelligence co nce rned with the issues of revising sets of belie fs and
"main tain ing the tru th in t he system" whe n new information is fou nd to con t radict old
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information. Typically, truth maintenance sys te ms explore alternat ives , make choices ,
explore the consequences of the choices and, if during this process a contradiction is
detected, the t ruth m ain tenance system revises the knowledge base and gets rid of
contradict ions. There arc many applicat ions that can use and benefit from trut h
maintenance technique some of which are:

P lanning systems, that use truth maintenance to detect the source of
problems and to prevent the gene ration of ill-formed plans;

Allocation t asks, where the admissible or opt imal allocations are

determined;

Classificat ion t asks, where a member of a class is recognized upon a
complete or incomplete, more or less accurate description;

Diagnostic systems, that explore in parallel different potential diagnoses ;

De ci s ion m aking, where different scenarios are made and examined to

assess the consequences of the possible decisions and to choose the best one.

1t is interesting to not ice the ease with which we solve the apparent
contradictions involving our commonsense be liefs about the world. We routinely make
assumptions about the causes of events, rea ctions, attitude, or about properties and
permanence of the objects, ye t we easily make the necessary corrections in favor of
new evidences . Thus, the set of ou r commonsense beliefs changes non-monotonically.

Our be liefs of what is current also change non-monotonically. In one moment of
t ime we can believe that one assu mption is true, while in the other, we can reject it
based on some new evidences. We usually make our decisions based on what we
cu rrently believe, so we must continually update our current set of beliefs. The
problem of describing and per form ing this updating efficiently is sometimes called the
(rame problem .

The third prob lem with the conventional view actually subsu mes the problem of
commonse nse reasoning and the frame problem. The problem of control is the problem
of deciding what to do next. To make this choice blindly isn' t obviously the best
possible st ra tegy.

Four different ways of belief revision, Doyle's Truth Maintenance System - TMS
14), de Klce r' 5 Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System - ATMS 111, (2), 13J,
ART' s viewpoint mechanism [5). a nd BEST's context mechanism - MEKON will be
described and compared in this paper.

2. TRUTH MAINTENANCE SYSTEM - TMS

The field of truth maintenance is usually recognized to have been init ia ted by
Doyle, McAllester, McDermott, de Kleer, and Martins. Doyle' s Truth Maintenance
Sys te m - TMS 14) relies on justifications of beliefs in its work. It manipulates two data
st ructu res: nodee, which represe nt beliefs, andj usti fications - the reasons for the TMS
to believe or disbelieve a ce rtain proposition. As its fundamen tal actions, the TMS can:
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create a new node, to which the problem sol....er using t he 1'118 can attach the
statement of a belief. The manipulation of these statements is left to the
problem solver using the TMS. Nodes are re ferenced using indexes (N- I ,
N-2, etc.):

add (or retract) a new justification for a node, as a result of application of a
rule or procedure (thus providing non- monotonic reasoning). Ru les and
procedures also have the TM5 nodes, which they include in justiflcations they
create;

mark a node as a contradiction, to represen t the inconsistency of any set of
beliefs.

A node contains a proposition and several justifications representing different
reasons for believing th e node (e.g., "N- l proposition 1 justificationl"). The node is
believed if and only ifat least one of its justifications is valid. The 1'1.15 uses two types
of justiflca tions : support -list (SL) justifications, and condu ionai-proof lCP)
justifications. A justification is a uell-founded supporting justification if all of its
arguments (nodes) are non-circular.

The SLjustifications contain two lists of nodes : inliste and outlists. They have the
following form: (SL <inlier» <outlist»). The iniis t and outlist are created by the
problem solver as the result of rule ftring or procedure execution. Nodes used by that
rule or procedure comprise the content of the inlist and autlist. The proposition
supported by an SL justification is believed if and only if every proposition in its inlist
is believed, and every proposition in its outlist is disbelieved. Based on SL
justifica tions, t here are t wo types of specific propositions in TMS. Premises are
pro positions whose current SL justifications have empty inlists and outlists (Le., they
are always believed), while assumptions are propositions whose current SL
justifications have nonempty outlists. The meaning is the following: until t he re is no
evidence to the contrary (all nodes from the outlist are out), and all the nodes
representing the reasons for believing it are in (all nodes Irom the in inlist are in), the
assumption is in. The assumptions have non-monotonic justifications.

The CP justifications have different structu re from SLjustifications. They contain
a consequent, a list of inhypotheses, and 8 list of outhypotheses: (CP < consequent >
< inhypot heses> <uuthypotheses>). A CP justification is valid if the corresponding
consequent node is in whenever each node of the inhypotlieses is in, and each node of
the ouihypoiheses is out. Each time the 1'10.15 finds a CP-justification valid it computes
an equivalent SLjustification.

The algorithm for the addition of justification is presented in Figure 1. The
algo rithm for the retraction ofju stification is similar.

The TMS so lves the problems that stem from monotonicity. The set of beliefs can
change non-monotonically, thus solving the commonsense reasoning problem and the
frame problem, while the control problem must be resolved by the problem solver.
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addjustification(in.node, in:justification
add 8 new justification;
update th e beliefs of the affected nodes;
if there are CP justifications then

process CP justifications and
evaluate equivalent SL
ju stifications;

if there are contradictions t hen
call dependency-directed
backtracking;

signal changes to the problem solver;

Figure 1. Algorithm for the addition ofjustification in TMS

3. ASSUMPTION-BASED TRUTH MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

Follo....; ng Doyle, de Kleer developed an Assumption-based Truth Maintenance
System - ATMS (11. [21, (31, which is , for many tasks, more efficient than the TMS.
De Kleer mentioned some of the TMS limitations that are eliminated in the ATMS:

even when a problem has more t han one solution, the TMS algorithms only
allow one solution to be cons idered at a time . This makes it extre mely
difficult to compare two equally plausible solutions, and to find the best
solution;

the TMS forces overzealous contradiction avoidance. If A and B are
contradictory, the TMS guarantees that either A or B will be worked on, but
not both . However, only inferences dependent on both A and B should be
avoided, while the inferences dependent on only A or B should be drawn;

switching states in the TMS is difficult. An assumption can be changed only
by introducing a contradiction, but once added it cannot be removed so the
knowledge state of the problem solver is irreconcilably altered;

an assum ption in the TMS is any node whose current supporting ju stification
depends on some node being out. The set of assumptions changes during the
problem solving and this causes problems to the problem solver which
frequently consults the assumptions and justifications for data;

the TMS algorithms spend a surprising amount of resources finding a
solution that satisfies all the ju stifications ;

the process of determining which retracted, previously derived, data can be
reasserted is called unouting. Unfortunately, unless great care is taken at the
problem-solver-TMS interface, some previously discovered data will be
rederived.

In the ATMS, a node corresponds to a problem-solver datum, while ajusti(U:alion
describes how a node is derivable from other nodes. A justification has three parts: the
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node being justified, called the consequent; 11 list of nodes, called the antecedents, and
the problem solver's description of the justificatinn, called the informant. An ATMS
environment is a set of assumptions. Logically, an environment is a conjunction of
assumptions. A node holds in nn environment if it can be derived from the set of
assumpt ions and the set of justifications. An environment is inconsistent if false is
derivable propositionally. The set formed by assumptio ns and nodes derivable from
them comprises an ATMS context .

Every node is associated with a Set of environments: this set is the node' s label ,
The label describes the assumptions the da tum ultimately depends on and unlike
justifications, is constructed by the ATMS itself. While a justification describes how the
datum is derived from immediately preceding entecedeuta, a label enviro nment
describes how the datum ultimately depends on assu mpt ions, The basic task of the
ATMS is to guarantee that each label of each node is cons iste nt, sound, complete and
minimal. A label for 8 node is: consistent if all its environ ments are consistent, sound if
the node is derivable from each environment of the label, complete if every consistent
environment E in which the node is derivable, is a superse t of some environment E' of
nodes label, and minimal if there are nut two environments in the node' s label such
that one is the superset of the other.

There are four types of nodes in the ATMS: premises, ass umptions , assu med
nodes, and derived nodes. A premise has a justification with no antecedents, i.e., it
holds universally. The node,

< p, {{II,lOl >

represents the premise p. An assumptio n is a node whose label contains a singleton
environment mentioning itself. The node,

< A, {{ AI I, {(All >,

represents the assumption A. An assumed node is neither a premise nor an
assu mption, and has a justification mentioning an assumpt ion. The assumed datum a
which holds under assumption A is represented by

< a, {{All, {(All > .

All other nodes are derived. The derived node,

< w = I , {{A, HI. {C}, {E l l, {tb), (c. dj} >

represent s the fact that w = 1 is derived from either the node b or nod es c and d . In
addition, the node holds in environments lA, B}, {C} and {E} .

The three basic ATMS actions nrc creating an AT1o.1S node for a problem solver's
datum, creating an assu mption, and lidding a ju stification to a node. The algorithms
ensu re that, after every primitive operation, every labe l of every node is consistent,
sou nd, complete and minimal

The basic algorithm in ATMS is described in Figure 2.

In the ATMS, a consum.er is a rule which does some processing on the datum.
Consumers are a ttached to nodes, run when appropriate and only once for a given
node. The order ofconsumer execu t ion has no effect on the final problem- solver state,
but, it has a significant effect on efficiency. In the ATMS an environment is scheduled
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fi rst, and then the consumers dependent on the scheduled environment arc executed.
The problem of cont rol is left to th e scheduler and has little to do with the internals of
the ATMS.

addjustification(in:node, in :justification)
compute 8 new label from the
justification;
remove inconsistent and subsumed
environments;
if t he new label is not the same as the

old label then
if the node represents contradiction

then
add each environment of the
label to a nogood database;
remove all inconsistent
environments from every
node label;

else
update the labels of all the
consequent nodes

end if;
end if;

Figure 2. The basic algorithm in AThiS

4. ART·S VIEWPOINT MECHANISM

Automated Reasoning Tool - ART is a powerful tool for expert syste m
development 15). The truth maintenance system similar to the ATMS (but not the
same), is implemented in ART through the use of the viewpoint mechanism. The
viewpoin t mechanism in ART is strongly influenced by the fact that ART is a tool for
expert sys tem development.

Expert systems find their use in solving the problems for which the applicable
algorithms don' t exist, or if those algorithms exist, their use is too expensive. Typical
problems suitable for the expert systems are the problems that can be solved by
searching the solution space. The problems that neither TMS nor ATMS can cope
with , are the problems where every point in the solution space is defined by a fixed
number of relevant variables. Every of these variables can take many values, but for
one point every variable has exactly one value.

The difficulties in solving th is kind of problem in TMS arise from the fact that
only one da tum representing th e variable's value can be in at a time. All the data
representin g other variable values must be Oll t . If there are only two variable values A
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and B, th en the SL justification fo r the datu m A would be (SL 0 lB», while th e SL
ju stification for the da tum B would he (SL () (A») . Those SL just ifications fire not well
founded and thus not permitted in the Tl1S.

The ATMS cannot be used to solve th is kind of problem, because it is not able to
genera te a new assumption using derived nodes . The ATMS can solve these pro blems
only if all the possible assumptions (dependent on the problem state) are known in
advance. The number of the possible assumptions is very large even for a small
solution space. In order to find all the possible assumptions it is necessary to examine
each point of the solution space, and thus to solve the problem (in which case we don' t
need the ATMS at a11).

In the ATMS a datum once asserted cannot be retracted Inter. This is not th e case
in ART. This has the advan tage in that it allows negated assumpt ions, but doesn ' t
allow disjunctions of extents. Thus, multip le just ificat ions can cause problems for ART.
If 8 second ju stification is found for a datum, and this second justification holds in an
environment which is not the same as , a suhset of, or 8 superset of th e environment
supplied by the fir st justification, then 8 new node ....-ith the same datum must be
crea ted to accommodate the new enviro nme nt and justification.

A node in AUT contains a da tum, and an extent which corresponds to a label in
ATMS tenninology. Unlike the TMS and ATMS, ART' s viewpoint mechanism doesn't
use justifications in the crea tion of labels. The viewpoint mechanism creates explicit
contexts called viewpoints, and a datum is always asserted in a current viewpoint.

An extent describes in which viewpoints 8 datum holds. In ART there exists one
meta viewpoint level (containing a meta viewpoint>, and an arbitrary number of user' s
viewpoint levels, Figure 3). Facts asser ted into the met a viewpoint are premises (in
TMS terminology), because they are visible from all ot her viewpoints . Their extents
a re meta . When 8 fact is retracted from the meta viewpoint, then the whole node
representing it is retracted. The meta viewpoint level is always present, while the
user' s viewpoint levels must be created explicitly.

User' s viewpoint levels are hierarchically ordered. The name of a viewpoint from
the first user' s viewpoint level consists of the viewpoint level name and the number of
viewpoint. The name of a viewpoint from t he second viewpoint level is compo site and
consists of the name of th e current viewpoint from the first level and a name that
contains the name of the second level and the number of the viewpoint . The names
from other viewpoint levels are defined in 8 similar manner. The inheritance is defined
between viewpoints from the same viewpoint level. The descendant viewpoints inherit
the data from the ancestor viewpoints. The data on the meta viewpoint level nrc visible
from every user' s viewpoint level. while the data from a viewpoint in an outer user' s
level a rc visible in all viewpoints defined in inner levels . When a datum is asserted into
a viewpoint a t the user' s viewpoint level, the cor responding exte nt will contain the
name of that viewpoint . If a datum is retracted from a viewpoint on the user' s level,
then it is shadowed in that viewpoint , thus becoming invisible in that viewpoint . The
exte nt of this datum will contain the name of the viewpoin t where the datum was
asserted, and t he names of the viewpoints where it was re tracted. If t he same datum is
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asserted in an offspring of the viewpoint where it was retracted. then a new node mu st
be created for that datu m.
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Figu re 3. Viewpoint levels in ART

In ART the declarative knowledge is represented using hypotheses , facts , and
schemata (frame-like objects implemented using facts). Hypotheses cor respond to
assumptions in ATMS terminology, while facts correspond to premises, assumed and
derived nodes. Hypotheses are used in hypothetical reasoning, cannot be retracted and
must be unique. Hypothetical reasoning subsumes the problems that can be solved
using ATMS. and the problems that change the state using some assumpt ions. Facts
are used in the time- sta te and hypothetical reasoning. Time-state reasoning is used to
reason about the set of facts that change in time. Facts are used to represent the sta te
variables.

The basic algorithms of the ART' s viewpoint mechanism are simple. When a new
datu m is asserted, a new node is created, if this datum is not inherited from the
ancestor viewpoint. When a datum is retracted from the curren t viewpoint, then the
extent of the corresponding node is shadowed.

ART' s ru le language provides a rich set of commands for the use of viewpoint
mechanism. It is possible to create new viewpoints, to change their contents, to poison
t hem (to delete a viewpoint if it contains a contradiction), or to merge them . The set of
commands for the change of the curre nt viewpoint level or t he change of the current
viewpoint is also available.

The problem of control in ART is solved using the agenda mechanism in rule
scheduling. The depth-first search st ra tegy with the usc of priori ties is im plemented
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as the control st rategy in ART. M~KON has been developed in an attempt to
overcome this rigidit), in control and ot her drawbacks of AUT. TMS and A1'MS,

5. BEST'S CONTEXT r.mCHANISM - MEKON

Blackboard-based Exper t System Too lkit - BEST is a complex mu ltiparadigm
tool for the expert systems deve lopment [81 thut uses the blackboard architecture.
BEST's context mechanism - MEKON is in its basic ideas similar to the ATMS, while
the rule language which enahles th e use of MEKO N is similar to ART' s rule language.
The Implementat ion of MEKON was influenced by its application in expert syste ms.

• MEKON provides belief revision , cont radictio n handling and non-monotonicity
handling. Belief revision mu st be performed whenever a state transition is per formed
to reflect the new values of stale variables, Con tra diction handling is used when an
inconsistent problem state is discovered. This problem state will be removed from the
decision tree and the examination of the unproductive branch will be stopped.
Contradiction handling improves the effi ciency of t he overall system h)' constraining
the search space that must be examined to find problem solutions. Non-monotonicity
handling allows solut ion of search problems with incomple te information. Without
MEKON. a user would have to implement these features from scratch each time he
programs an application to solve 8 search problem. Hence. the time needed to
implement such applications can be sign if ican tly reduced if MEKON is used.

Using MEKON all kinds of problems that can be solved by ART, can be solved by
BEST too . The differences between viewpoint mechanism in ART and MEKON are in
the impl ementa tion of the truth mainte nance system, control, and the rule language.
T he rule language in BEST that facilitates the work with MEKON is more
comprehensive and easier to use than ART' s rule language.

MEKON is an AI technique for the sim ultaneous explorat ion of alternative
hypotheses leading to possible problem solutions. It might be of enonnous help when
there is uncertainty in determining a solution to a problem. The essence of the
technique is that a separate con text is crea ted for each point in the solution Splice
examined during the problem solving. A context is a label for a set of h)potheses . [acts
and concepts (frame-like objects) 161 that comprise the content of this context.
Hypot heses correspond to assumptions in the AMTS terminology, while the slot values
of concepts and facts correspond to the values of sta te variables. MEKON is also used
to enhance the efficiency of problem solvi ng by sharing information across a solution
search space .

The use of MEKON allows for the m aintenance of models of multiple hypothetical
situations. States of the problem represented by contexts can be analyzed in detail and
compared using rules. When an undesirable context is generated, it is detected by a
special kind of rules (cons traint rules) and n bad search path is poisoned. T he
exploration of the search space is then con tinued using rules that genera te other
states .
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A node in MEKO N contains a datu m and a context to which this da tu m belongs.
This solut ion requires the existence of one node for each instance of a da tum in a
context. There can be many nodes in the system containing the same datum defined in
different contexts at the same time. This redundancy is utilized for efficiency reasons
(the classical time-space tradeoff).

A problem to he solved by BEST can be decomposed into many subproblem s
which will be solved using Domain Knowledge Sources - DKSs. The DKSs are the basic
computation agents that can be programmed using the most appropriate programming
paradigm for the given subproblem. The DKSs communicate with each other using
Global Domain Blackboard - GDBB. In order to provide locality of data, every OKS can

have its local blackboard - Local Domain Blackboard (LO BB).

Each blackboard (global or local) contains two context levels - meta and user ' s
level (Figu re 4 ). T he meta context level consis ts of a s ingle meta context, wh ile the
arbitrary number of contexts comprises the user's context level. A user leve l context
represents a set of facts and concepts said to be t rue in that context. T here is also a set
of facts and concepts defined at meta level that are visible in every context a t the
user's level, thus behaving as premises (in TMS termino logy) , Contexts represen t a
collection of changes over time or hypothetical situations. Contexts on the user' s level
inherit all data fro m their ancestor contexts. If desired, the inherited data can be
deleted select ively. and new data can be asserted. Contexts comprise the s t ructu r e of
each blackboard.
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E....ery blackboard correspond s to one domain and has a unique name. The name
of a domain that corresponds to th e GODD is global , while the names of domains
corresponding to the LDBBs are defined by 8 user. Those names are used for making
the names of contexts on the user' s levels . The domain name combined with the
number of created contexts increased by one makes the name of a new context . The
existence of only two context levels on each blackboard simplifies a lot the use of
MEKON . There is only one visibility rule for the data: all data defined in the meta
context on one blackboard are visible in all contexts at the user's level on the same
blackboard.

The data within each context are internally consistent, hut dete across the
contexts may be contradictory. That is precisely th e point of crea ting many contests >
to explore the implications of contradictory data. However. contexts that violate
constraints established by the problem solver through the constraint rules are deleted
(poisoned), reducing the number of contexts to be searched and limiting the solu tion
space.

A datum is a lways asserted into the current context on the GOBD or the current
LOBB. The same holds for the retraction of a datum. wh en 8 datum is asserted in the
current context, it is checked first if the corresponding node exists. If such a node
exists, there is nothing to do, otherwise 8 new node is created. When a fact is retracted
from the current context, the existence of the corresponding node is checked first . If
that node is defined, it is retracted, but if it isn' t . there is nothing to do.

The basic algorithms in MEKON are simple and efficient. When 8 datum is
asserted, only a new node should be created. If a da tum is retracted, then the
corresponding node will be deleted. During the creation of a new context, all the nodes
that belong to the ancestor context are copied, thus becoming available in the created
context. !l.1EKON maintains the structure of contexts by updating the lists of ancestor,
and descendant contexts for eech context, as well as the context depth in this
structure.

BEST' s rule language allows a user to exploit the full power of MEKON . It is
possible to crea te, poison, change (by asserting, retracting, or modifying data), or
merge contexts. The change of the current context, current context level (meta or
user), as well as switching between GDBB and current LOUU are also permitted.

BEST user interface facilitates a graphical representation of the context content
at any time. Each context (ne twork node) can be moused to show the hypotheses,
facts, and concepts associated with the context. It is also possible to add or delete
interactively a fact or concept , what is of enOnTIOUS help in 'whet if' analyses and
problem reformulating; The context can be analyzed and problem solver rerun with
different data from that point further, rather than reinitializing and rerunning the
ent ire problem.

The control in BEST is hierarchically organized. The higher level of control is
responsible for the DKS scheduling and activation, while the lower level determines
the rule firing within the DKS execu tion. The higher level of control is Implemented
using Domain Knowledge Source Activa tion Rules (DKSARsl, depth-first strategy
with priorities, Knowledge Source Agenda (KSAl, cr iterion (if one is defined) and
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meta-rules. To each DKS corresponds one UKSAH whose if-part contains all the
precondi t ions necessary for the DKS act ivation, while then-part initiates the DKS
execution. If many UKSs are solving the same subproblem, it is possible to define a
criterion to determine which of them will actually be execu ted. The criterion can be
the OKS' efficiency, value, reliability or 8. he uristic fun ction that combines those
criteria. The meta-rules can change the sequence of DKSs execution using the data on
the GDBB a nd the KSA. The lower level contro l is very flexible. Using set-control rules
171 different search strategies with or without priorities Idepth-flrst , breadth- first , A·.
hill-clirnbing, branch-and-bou nd, bea m-search, best- first, etc.) can be applied. Meta
rules can change the order of rule firing using the data on the LUBB, GOBB, and the
rule agenda.

Problem solving is typ ically an exploratory, incremental process. That is, one
starts with 8 set of beliefs about the world and then considers alternative choices that
modify these beliefs. BEST allows us to reflect the structu re of the solution space in
t he structure of the context network. One can model alternatives or changes to a
particular context by creating a descendant context. Different search strategies and
meta-ru les are implemented in BEST to explore efficiently the alternative pa th.....ays to
solutions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an overview of some truth maintenance systems is presented.
Doyle' s TMS and de Kleer's ATMS are t he represen tatives of two different approaches
in resolving the truth maintenance problems. The TMS is based on the u se of
justifications, while the ATMS relies on t he use of assumptions. The viewpoint
mechanism in ART, and MEKON are variations of the ATMS, but contain some
differences which stem from the tuning of their truth maintenance systems to enable
the solving of some problems that can arise in expert systems' application. MEKON is
an ATMS- like truth maintenance system applied to the blackboard architectu re. The
most important details of these four truth maintenance sys tems are presented in this
paper with the emphasis on how the problems of commonsense reasoning, frame
problem, and the problem of control ar e resolved in these sys tems. To some extent
these fou r systems are compared with each other by analyzing their advantages and
disadvantages.
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